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Abstract:

The paper presents new method for obtaining
enhanced resolution of standard ECG records, constructing
of high-resolution vectorcardiogram and determining of the
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cardiac muscle particular fragments activities. Electric
activities of particular fragments of the cardiac muscle
were measured by the HRVEC method for a group of
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much increased resolution of the QRS complex [3]. In order

of these high-resolution ECG
applied the well known method of
vectorcardiography [a]. The vectorcardiogram is obtained
signals

interpretation
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and sagittal, of the movement of the tip of transient vector
of the septum, left and right ventricles depolarisation during
a single cardiac muscle evolution I5]. High-resolution

vectorcardiogram allows viewing

INTRODUCTION
In view of the high rate of ischaemia disease (IHD) and
the immanent danger of fatal cardiac arrest, early diagnosis

and identification

of

patients requiring coronarography

and/or surgical treatment is

of great

sometimes of dubious diagnostic worth. We have prompted
attempts to develop other non-invasive diagnostic methods

In clinical practice only the stress
has been commonly applied for IHD

coronary disease.

echocardiography
diagnosis as an alternative to ECG exercise test. This paper
presents the method of high-resolution vectorcardiography
[HRVEC] proposed and developed by our group, which

gives promising results in application for IHD diagnosis.
High-resolution vectorcardiogram provides the information
on electric activity of particular segments of the cardiac
muscle so it should allows diagnosis of patients whose ECG
is difficult for interpretation, veriS, the positive result of
exercise ECG test of patients with low initial probability of
coronary disease or the negative result of ECG test in
patients with chocky pains and a high probability of
coronary disease.

CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE ON THE
SUBJECT
Literature reports descriptions of many computer methods
for enhancement of resolution of various signals which thus
give more information on the object of the study. The
proposed methods are most often based on Fourier

transform, convolution and deconvolution techniques,
filtration, etc. [1]. One of such programs, based on the
method of convolution and deconvolution was written by us
[2] originally to enhance the resolution of electron spin

resonance spectra ESR. This program was found very

effective

in

analysis

of

experimental spectra, its

effectiveness and reliability was verified and confirmed in

ENDOR studies

the

by other

evolution, so provides an opportunity to detect even
relatively small changes in electric activity of particular
segments of the cardiac muscle caused by ischaemia,
hypertrophy and/or administered drugs.

importance. As has

been established the standard electrocardiogram is

of

of the region of

depolarization wave propagation during the cardiac muscle

authors. This program

METHODS AND RESULTS
Within the research project realised for a few years at
the Institute of Physics AMU in cooperation with a few
university hospitals of the Medical University, about 2100
patients suffering from coronary artery disease and a group
of healthy people were examined. ECG records for each
patient were made by Medea-cardiograph model 5012 made
by MEDEA-GLIWICE. The apparatus records averaged P-

QRS-T complexes, its frequency band conforms to the
AHA standard for analog filtration [0.05 - 100 Hz], its
sampling frequency was 500 Hz. The ECG signals were
subjected to the RKU program processing in order to
enhance their resolution. The amplitude of high-resolution
signals \vas normalised so that a single simulated peak of a
Gaussian curve of 20 ms in width and I mV amplitude had
the same final amplitude of I mV after processing. In the
next step a high-resolution vectorcardiogram was procured,
according to standard procedures from the ECG records of
enhanced resolution. The vectorcardiogram depicts a curve
determined by the momentary motion of the end of the
transient vector of depolarization of interventricular septum
as well as left and right ventricle during a single evolution
of the cardiac muscle. At the subsequent step, quantitative
analysis of activities of particular regions of the cardiac
muscle was made. In order to perform this analysis the left
and right ventricle and septum were divided into particular
walls and segments to which specific directions in the
orthogonal Frank lead system were ascribed [6, 7]. The

activity of a given region of the cardiac muscle,

was

applied for analysis of electrocardiographic signals. Results
were curves similar to standard ECG records. however. of

was

calculated within the bulk angle of 600 about the directional
vector of this region, according to the following equation:
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where: Akty is the total electric activity of a given segment
during a single cardiac muscle evolution, cos[R(t), F] is the
cosine of the angle made by the direction of the transient
depolarization vector and the directional vector of a given
cardiac muscle segment, ^R(t) is the transient depolarization
vector in mV during lms, and F is the directional vector of
a given cardiac muscle segment. The activity defined as
above is measured in mV'.
The aim of the first series of measurements was to
establish criteria of a correct high-resolution vectorcardiogram on the basis of standards of activity of particular
cardiac muscle segments of healthy people. The standards

were prepared on the basis of results collected for 40
healthy people [6,7].Most of those people were subjected
to clinical examinations which gave no indication of coronary artery disease, systemic hypertension or any cardiac
muscle defect. ECG of these people gave a correct picture.
Electric activities of particular fragments of the cardiac
muscle were measured by the HRVEC method for a group

of

for people subjected to
examination of left artery descending

healthy subjects and

coronarographic
(LAD) and right coronary artery (RCA). Sensitivity and
specificity as well as the positive predictive values (PPV)
and negative predictive values (NPV), were determined.

The results obtained for people subjected to
coronarography show a good correlation between the
occurrence of significant or critical narrowing of a given
coronary artery and a decrease in the electric activity of a
particular fragment of the cardiac muscle.
A good correlation was established between the significant or critical narrowing of the right coronary artery
(RCA) and a decrease in the electric activity of the inferior

wall was established (Table l).

l:

RCA Normal
HRVEC
stenosis
Risk factor
Activity of the inferior wall of
l0
36
the cardiac muscle drop below
<50oÄ of normal activity
Normal activity of the particular
fragment of cardiac muscle
sens itivity :88oÄ; spec ifi c ity : | 7 Yo; PPY :7 8Yo; NPV:29%

In general the results obtained for people subjected to
coronarography show a good correlation between the
occurrence of significant or critical narrowing of a given
coronary artery and a decrease in the electric activity of a
particular fragment of the cardiac muscle (Table 3).

When veriffing the HRVEC

LAD

by the coronarography

examination results. the assumed criterion of consistence
was a 50Yo decrease of the electric activity of a given

fragment

of the cardiac muscle relative to the

standard

value.

CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary analysis of the sensitivity and specificity of
high-resolution vectorcardiogram in IHD diagnostics has
proved the method much promising in the diagnostic of
ischaemic disease.
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Table 2: HRVEC and coronography of LAD
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Artery Normal
HRVEC
Risk factor
stenosis
Activity of the particular fragment of
16
the cardiac muscle drop below <50o 6l
of normal activitv
Normal activity of the particular
46
fragment of cardiac muscle
sen s iti vity :87 Yo ; spe c i fi c ity :7 4Yo; PPV :7 9yo; N PV: 84 %

1981

HRVEC and coronography of RCA (total number
of patients) n:53, (female) ts13, (men) m:40

Table

Table 3: HRVEC and coronography (n:132, F38, m:94 )

Normal

HRVEC
stenosis
Risk factor
Activity of the anterior wall or the
32
anterior part of the septum drop
below <50oÄ of normal activitv
Normal activity of the particular
l3
frasment of cardiac muscle
sen s itiv ity :7 lYo; spec ifi c ity :43oÄ; PPV: 80% ; N PV:3 2%

Similarly, a good correlation was found between the
occurrence of significant or critical narrowing of the left
descending artery (LAD) and the electric activity of the
anterior wall or the anterior part of the septum (Table 2).
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